Chuck Missler & Council for National Policy Warning
Chuck Missler‘s extensive background & ties to big government/corporations are totally verified and
irrefutable as he lists these ties on his own Curriculum Vitae at:
http://www.swansat.com/about_us_cmissler.htm See below for a copy of his CV. I highlighted some
of the pertinent areas proving these ties. It is my contention that there is no way for you to get to
this level (and have the kind of ultra high level contacts/clearance that Missler has) unless you are
one of them. I base this off over 15 years of research in this area. Big Bother takes care of his own
but outsiders are not welcome, and especially an outsider who would claim to be a born again
Christian. Also he has made no attempt to distance himself from these high level projects once he
was supposedly saved. I would consider much of what Missler has been self admittedly (see
below) involved in, as black government projects with top secret clearance. He appears to be proud
of his accomplishments/ties to global government, as if he was not why would he list them on his CV.
This is the same global government that is preparing to enslave all humanity and kill those off they do
not deem fit to live. One of the primary ways "they" are going to do this is via global
positioning/tracking of the global populace to which Mr. Missler has played a key role in bringing this
technology to the masses (See below). His current project seeks to "meld" all avenues of
communications together via a "high-power geosynchronous telecommunications constellation" AKA
satellites. This melding of technologies are going to play a key role in the New World Order's ability
to track everything we say and do while building a network in which the average person will be totally
imprisoned in. Mr. Missler has proudly positioned himself right in the middle of this Satanic system &
has done so for decades.
http://www.swansat.com/about_us_cmissler.htm
Dr. Charles W. "Chuck" Missler
Curriculum Vitae
Dr. Charles W. "Chuck" Missler is a special advisor to the SWANSAT™ project.
What is SWANSAT?
The advent of digital CODECing technologies and ubiquitous acceptance of the Internet have
gradually but inevitably melded together the broadcast, telecommunications, and computer
networking industries so thoroughly and completely through the common medium of digital
transmission protocols that the boundaries that once separated these disciplines have been erased.
Cost for deployment of fourteen SWANSAT spacecraft will be about EUR€12 billion in 2007 euros.
Sooner or later it was bound to happen—skyrocketing convergent technologies are leading to a
seamless integration of information accessibility. A single, coherent, world-wide Super-Wide Area
Network™ is on its way! So welcome to SWANSAT™—welcome to the future of information
interchange. Click on the links below to read what SWANSAT™ is all about.
1. Executive Summary of the SWANSAT™ System
2. Hybrid System of Satellite Communications Technology
SWANsat: The Super-Wide Area Network Satellite
“People Serving People”
SWANsat‟s satellite services will begin in 2014.

The SWANsat Project will place a constellation of three highpowered satellites into operation: One spacecraft will serve Europe, Africa, the Middle East, and
western Asia. One spacecraft will serve North, Central, and South America. One spacecraft will
serve central and east Asia, Australia, New Zealand, and the central Pacific. When operated
together, all three spacecraft will provide coverage of the entire globe, except for polar areas.‖ –
www.swansat.com
Dr. Charles W. ―Chuck‖ Missler is a special advisor to the SWANsat™ project. –
www.swansat.com/about_us_cmissler.htm
---------------------------------―As we have demonstrated elsewhere participation in the SWANSAT System and its
Shareware Telecommunications model can be facilitated not only by the World Bank, the
International Monetary Fund, by other international financing consortia, but participation by the
international Islamic banking community is fully consistent with Islamic law and can be welcomed
in partnership with the SWANSAT System. For example, the Islamic Development Banks
might assist Islamic nations to better their economies by functioning as a form of
mudārabah (a Sharía-honored passive partnership)…”
Ramifications of the SWANsat Shareware Telecommunications™ model are significant, indeed:
�By 2015, SWANSAT and Tier 1 countries would be well on their way to placing 370
million eligible students living in developing countries in school through United
Nations e–schools and e-community programs, thus achieving one of the more
important of the United Nations Millennium Development Goals.
SWANSAT will provide two-way broadband ICT services to residents of least developed countries
(LDC‘s) and developing countries (DC‘s), utilizing its Shareware Telecommunications™ economic
model to meet
sustainable development and wide open access goals of the UN Economic and Social Council‘s
ECOSOC 2000 Ministerial Declaration in full consistency with many UN Millennium
Development Goals.
. http://swansatfoundation.com/docs/conferences/2008_021315_ICT_Africa_2008/On_Bringing_about_ICT_by_2013.pdf
-----------------------------------------Introducing the World‟s First Inflation-Proof
Gold and Silver Standard Offered as Part of SWANsat‟s
Modern Marshall Plan for the African Union
Learn how SWANsat™ can help stabilize the world‘s economy through the proposed gold-backed
Auric™ currency. — http://www.swansat.com/index.htm

African Union Gold Currency – AURic™
Dr. William Welty is a founding member of the Global Settlement Foundation (GSF), a Genevabased, independent, international non-profit organization that provides finality of settlement for
global trade. The AUric™ and the AGric™ were designed by Dr. William Welty of SWANsat for
Africa.

http://www.williamwelty.com/about_us.htm
In early June 2005 we began a feasibility study regarding formation of my SWANbank, a proposed
banking service for SWANsat™ users. Our mySWANbank service will be operated in conjunction
with SWANsat‘s affiliated Banque de Commerce Internationale. –
http://swansatfoundation.com/milestones.htm
—————————Dr. Chuck Missler, SWANsat and the Auric™ Currency
Posted by: Deborah (Discerning the World) | On this date: February 17th, 2010 |
I am writing this article because I do not think that Dr. Chuck Missler is being at all honest with us
as to what he really believes and who he ‗works‘ for. For some unknown reason Chuck Missler is
‗protected‘ in that he seems to be able to get away with all sorts of false prophecy and publishing
books on ‗extra biblical‘ occult subjects with no one battering an eyelid.
His resumé (freely available on the internet) is profound in that Chuck‘s interests, companies and
world plans all seem to tie in with what he himself tries to expose as bad in his books.
Chuck Missler is not an expert on prophecy, he is helping to orchestrate Biblical prophecy by aiding
and abetting the One World Order. I will let you review the below information and you can ask

yourself the question; “Why is a born again Christian „serving the people‟ by connecting the world
via 3 satellites and helping to establish the African Union with a One World Currency?”
-----------------------------------------Dr. Charles W. Missler
Koinonia House
PO Box D
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-2530 USA
USA Telephone: +800-KHOUSE-1
Email: chuck@swansat.com
During the past 30 years, Chuck has served on the Board of Directors of over a
dozen public companies, and was Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of five
of them. Chuck Missler received a Congressional appointment to the United
States Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. Upon graduating with honors, he
received his commission in the U.S. Air Force. By the time he completed his
military obligations, he had become Branch Chief of the Department of Guided
Missiles at Lowry Air Force Base. Chuck completed a Masters Degree in
engineering at UCLA with additional post-graduate studies in applied
mathematics, advanced statistics and information sciences, and completed his PhD at Louisiana
Baptist University. His civilian career began as a systems engineer at TRW, followed by a Senior
Analyst position in a "think tank" serving both the intelligence community and the Department of
Defense. A think tank (or policy institute) is an organization that conducts research and engages in
advocacy in areas such as social policy, political strategy, economy, science or technology issues, industrial
or business policies, or military advice.
Recruited by the Ford Motor Company into a Senior Management position, Chuck established the
first international industrial computer network in 1966. Leaving Ford to start his own company, he
founded a computer networking organization later acquired by Automatic Data Processing (NYSE) to
became its Network Services Division. He subsequently served as a consultant to the Board of
Directors of Rockwell International for corporate acquisitions (which included Collins Radio,
American Data Systems, and others); and has also participated in over 100 business ventures as a
principal, strategic advisor, or turnaround specialist.
Note--Rockwell International:
A multifaceted company that worked in the manufacturing arena for defense and space industries. Rockwell
International are Freemason/Illuminati. Rockwell International is also the maker of the Minuteman nuclear
missile. To get an idea how evil and tied in with the Illuminati Rockwell International is see: Rockwell
International Gouging the Government by Tom Ruwitch ...
www.multinationalmonitor.org/hyper/issues/1990/03/ruwitch.html

The building that was originally built for Rockwell
International was designed in the shape of a Ziggurat; a stepped pyramid in the style of ancient Babylonia.

However they did not occupy the building and it became the regional branch office of the federal
government, housing some National Archives material and other miscellaneous government documents.
Ziggurat
An ancient Mesopotamian temple tower consisting of a lofty pyramidal structure built in successive stages
with outside staircases and a shrine at the top. [1] Form of temple common to the Sumerians, Babylonians
and Assyrians. [2]
The Bohemian Grove is basically a playground and policy-making vacation for the CFR, interlocking Think
Tanks, and Tax-exempt Foundations. "The CFR and Bohemian Club membership lists reflect a lot of the same
names," stated Hanson. "By recent comparison, I was able to count about 40 Bohemians who are also CFR
members." He added, "If you're a member of the Trilateral Commission or the Council on Foreign Relations,
chances are you're a member of the Bohemian Club, too."
In attendance are representatives of companies such as: Atlantic Richfield, Avery Dennison Corporation,
Colgate-Palmolive, CBS Broadcasting, IBM, Universal/Vivendi Entertainment Group, Mattel Incorporated,
Media General Incorporated, Northrop Corporation, Philip Morris, Pacific Enterprises, Rockwell
International, etc….. www.thehiddenevil.com/satanism.asp
The Bohemian Grove Exposed
Other Resources:
[1] www.merriam-webster.com
[2] www.encyclopedia.com/html/z1/ziggurat.asp

Directorships of
Publicly Traded Corporations
Cypernetics Corporation
Founder, President, CEO, Director
(Startup: Computer network company, acquired by ADP, NYSE)
Dec 68, $0.05/share
June 70, $62.00/share
Pertec Computer Corporation (NYSE)
Director
(Computer peripherals, personal computers; ultimately acquired by
Triumph-Adler, Germany)
Oct 73, $1.375/share
Jan 80, $16.50/share
Applied Devices Corporation (ASE)
Director
(Conglomerate: data processing support services for international oil
industry, state lotteries, etc.)
Mar 75, $1.375/share
June 79, $12.00/share
Precision Instrument Co. (OTC)
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer
(Advanced laser memory development for the National Security Agency,
Department of Defense, et al. Extracted from Chapter 11 for Chase

Manhattan Bank.)
May 75, $0.05/share
May 77, $6.50/share
Hadron, Inc. (OTC)
Director
(Advanced developments, Defense industry)
Jan 79, $0.12/share
Jan 81, $5.25/share
Western Digital Corporation (ASE, NYSE)
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer
(Semiconductors; disk controllers, etc. Extracted from Chapter 11 for
First Interstate Bank; presently a Fortune 500 company.)
June 77, $0.27/share
Oct 83, $13.00/share
Datum Inc (OTC)
Director
(Computer peripherals; cesium clocks of the Global Positioning
Satellite systems, etc.)
May 80, $2.25/share
July 85, $12.00/share
Helionetics (ASE)
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer
(William E. Simon, former Secretary of Treasury, asked me to join him on
this strategically sensitive ultraviolet laser project; we both resigned after
a futile 13 month boardroom struggle.)
Nov 83, $17.00/share
Dec 84, $7.00/share
Ducommun Inc (ASE)
Director
(Asset reallocations of the oldest corporation in California; aerospace
metals processing; electronic distribution; et al.)
Dec 80, $23.75/share
July 88, $3.78/share, after splits and divestitures
Resdel Industries (OTC)
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer (Advanced
developments for Department of Defense and other deeply classified
customers; partnered with Boeing on P-3 upgrade; with Northrup on the
Stealth Bomber; etc. Ultimately acquired by Dowty PLC of U.K.)
Dec 84, $0.10/share
July 88, $3.50/share
-----------------------------------------Missler claims that he became a Christian prior to his becoming a man. Fine. But if that was so, then all of
his activities as a man were as a Christian. As a young man, Missler found deep interest with early computer
technology, and went on to found (1966) the "first international industrial computer network."
Wasn't that field the realm of the US military, wherein Illuminati organizations were at that very time
forcing the tide of computers and the internet? Men engaged with Stanford elements, the U.S. military, U.S.
Intelligence, and the leading edge of the computer/internet industry, if in high-enough levels, are very

possibly dealing on a personal level with global-minded Illuminatists. If they rise through the ranks
unusually fast, they could be Illuminatists themselves.
To that end, we find that Missler entered the U.S. military by a Congressional appointment and therefore
abandoned his career plans at Stanford University. He then became Branch Chief of the Department of
Guided Missiles. Could a good Christian get that far? Would a good Christian go that far? Is it God's will for a
disciple of Jesus to help a nation create missiles?
Missler then left the military, not necessarily meaning that he didn't continue working for it. From his own
website we read, "[Missler] then went on to serve as a senior analyst with a non-profit think tank where he
conducted projects for the intelligence community and the Department of Defense"
(http://www.khouse.org/misslers.html).
There's no name given for the think tank nor the organization that it operated under, but as it was
connected to the Department of Defense, Stanford comes to mind. But there were other possibilities, the
Illuminatist organization, the JASON Group, for example, or JASON's owner, Mitre Corporation. Or what
about DARPA, that Department-of-Defense agency that, for one of it's recent spy organizations, used the
Illuminati all-seeing eye in its logo? After all, "In 1973, the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) initiated a research program to investigate techniques and technologies for...the 'Internet.'"
http://www.tribwatch.com/dolphin2.htm
----------------------------------------------------------In 1989, The Phoenix Group, Inc., Chuck Missler's publicly traded development company,
entered into an $8 billion joint venture to supply personal computers to the 143,000 public schools of
the Soviet Union.
------------------------------------------------------------Comment: The occult Phoenix Bird that has it's root in Ancient mythology. It actually symbolized the New
Age concept of being born-again. While Christians are born again when Jesus Christ comes into their heart,
the New Ager is born-again with a different demon spirit. The Antichrist will also be a born-again individual
when he is possessed with Lucifer himself. High level occultist and ranking Freemason Manly P. Hall, in his
book entitled, The Secret Destiny of America, 1958, p. 176-177 wrote:
"All symbols have their origin in something tangible, and the Phoenix is one sign of the secret orders of the
ancient world, and of the initiate of those orders, for it was common to refer to one who had been accepted
into temples as a man twice-born, or reborn. Wisdom confers a new life, and those who become wise are
born again."

PHOENIX BIRD TO BE LUCIFER

Note what a former witch had to say regarding the occult belief in the Phoenix Bird. "The Phoenix.. is
believed to be a divine bird going back to Egypt.. This Phoenix destroys itself in flames and then rises from
the ashes. Most occultists believe that the Phoenix is a symbol of Lucifer who was cast down in flames and
who they think will one day rise triumphant. This, of course, also relates to the rising Hiram Abiff, the
Masonic 'christ.' [Source: Dr. C. Burns, Masonic and Occult Symbols Illustrated, p. 123]
--------------------------------------------------------------Technical Projects
Dr. Missler has served as a consultant, principal, or a director, participating in over 100 high
technology investments, acquisitions, or divestitures over his 30 year career. Some specific projects
have included:
System Engineer, Subsystem I of the SAMOS Program (highly classified
reconnaissance satellite program); principal contributor to major developments in the
gathering of ELINT (electronic intelligence) information via satellite.
While on the staff of an Air Force think-tank, participated in the programming of one of the first solidstate command/control computers (AN/FSQ-27) exploiting error-correcting coding.
Chief Systems Engineer for arms control simulations for the early negotiations for U.S. Arms Control
And Disarmament Agency (USACADA) in the Geneva negotiations;
Optical processing of digital information with laser memories (as President of Precision Instrument
Company); early exploitation of Fourier Transforms in search and retrieval of optically stored digital
information for the National Security Agency at Fort Meade;
Application of advanced statistical coding methods for highly sensitive industrial applications,
including adaptive filtering and exponential smoothing models.
Personally funded and directed the first microchip implementation of the Data Encryption
Standard (DES) of the National Bureau of Standards, in concert with Carnegie Mellon
Institute of Research.
--------------------------------Blueprint for New World Order
June 02, 2009--If you want to know what the globalist elite really have in mind for us, you should keep your
eye on Foreign Policy Magazine, as I do.
The May-June issue is nothing short of a blueprint for where the powers that be plan to take us – and it ain't
pretty.
Never before have I seen this crew let their hair down quite so obviously.
The cover sports a photo montage of Karl Marx's face made up of bread, tools and fruit. The headline reads:

"Marx, Really? Why he matters now." The edition is called "The Big Think Issue" – but it's actually much
more than that, more like a wish list.
Founded by major grants of the Carnegie Mellon Foundation, since January Foreign Policy has been
published by the Slate Group of the Washington Post Company. It is sustained largely by special advertising
supplements by the European Union, which boasts in the current issue how the Barack Obama
administration is moving America closer to the policies of socialist, oligarchic Old Europe.
http://www.wnd.com/index.php/com/index.php/index.php?fa=PAGE.printable&pageId=99829
Also see: The Carnegie Endowment and the Ford Foundation
FINAL WARNING: A HISTORY OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER ... Pittsburgh, in 1900, which became the
Carnegie-Mellon University in 1967, when it merged with the Mellon ...
http://www.the7thfire.com/new_world_order/final_warning/carnegie_endowment_and_the_ford_founda
tion.htm
--------------------------------Served on the Board of Directors with William E. Simon (former Secretary of Treasury), General
David C. Jones (Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff), Admiral Tom Hayward (Chief of Naval
Operations) and Dr. Edward Teller, (Scientific Advisor to the President), involved in highly sensitive
advanced technology projects.
Served on the Board of Directors of the Computer and Communications Industry Association in
Washington D.C.
Former member: Association for Computing Machinery, The Institute for Management Sciences,
Operations Research Society of America, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Order of
Old Crows (Electronic Warfare Specialists).
Dr. Charles W. ―Chuck‖ Missler‘s Curriculum Vitae:
 Member of a globalist group since 1998, the Council For National Policy (CNP). See:
http://watch.pair.com/cnpdbase.html
See also:
The Council for National Policy, the secret coalition which sets the agenda for the
Christian Right
Chuck Missler's Profile as a member of the Council for National Policy
Charles W. Missler - CNP Membership Directory (1999). Executive Director, Koinonia House;
Note:
The Council for National Policy: What It Is
Update: July 5/2001
Update: Feb 7, 2006
Revised/Updated March 14, 2008
Many Evangelical, Pentecostal, Charismatic, Catholic, Mormon and other ecumenically-minded leaders are
members of the Council for National Policy, the 500+ (varies per year) member organization which some
suggest plans the strategy of the Religious Right and conservatives in the United States.

John 10: 26-30: "But ye believe not, because ye are not of my sheep, as I said unto you. My sheep hear my
voice, and I know them, and they follow me: And I give unto them eternal life; and they shall never perish,
neither shall any man pluck them out of my hand. My Father, which gave them me, is greater than all; and
no man is able to pluck them out of my Father's hand. I and my Father are one."
2Cr 6:14 Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness? 2Cr 6:15 And what concord hath Christ
with Belial? or what part hath he that believeth with an infidel? 2Cr 6:16 And what agreement hath the
temple of God with idols? for ye are the temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and
walk in [them]; and I will be their God, and they shall be my people. 2Cr 6:17 Wherefore come out from
among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean [thing]; and I will receive you,
2Cr 6:18 And will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty.
Amos 3:3 " Can two walk together, except they be agreed?"
The CNP, according to their 1996 Telephone Directory, was founded in 1981. While those involved are from
the United States, their organizations and influence cover the globe, both religiously and
politically. Members include corporate executives, television evangelists, legislators, former military or high
ranking government officers, leaders of 'think tanks' dedicated to molding society and those who many view
as Christian leadership. Members in many cases are owners or leaders from industry such as lumber, oil,
mining, commodities, real estate, the media, including owners of radio, television and print, with all aspects
of life covered. Many are involved in education, determining to influence society's direction by direct input
with children and youth. Many advocate from the arena of right wing politics, conservatives, family friendly,
reconstructionists, dominionists, and so on.
CNP members are found in Christian organizations encompassing James Dobson's Focus on the Family, Bill
Bright's Campus Crusade for Christ and it's many branches, Robert Weiner's Maranatha shepherding group,
Gideons, Youth for Christ, World Vision, Wycliffe Bible Translators, Billy Graham Evangelical Assoc.,
Intercessors for America, International Charismatic Bible Ministries, National Evangelical Assoc., National
Religious Broadcasters Assoc., Promise Keepers and many more. The potential spiritual impact of this
organization, which claims educational status, could be unparalleled.
While many involved in the CNP have denied political activity in their respective organizations, the role of
the CNP appears to be that of a policy and funding conduit for the Religious Right projects, both political and
religious. Others would suggest they are merely a conservative group of individuals who get together to
share ideas, network and hear "exciting speakers." Many non-Christians and deceived Christians would view
many involved as representative of born-again Christians. However, one of the intents of the CNP seems to
be that of appearing to be a mouthpiece of true Believers, which cannot be. Many are simply not Christian
and others would make a claim, rather, to being conservative, holding 'traditional values' and family
orientated.
Membership lists for 1982-983, 1984-1985, 1988, 1996 and 1998 can be viewed at:
Council for National Policy 1982-1983 Members
Council for National Policy 1984-1985 Members
Council for National Policy 1988 Members
Council for National Policy 1996 Members

Council for National Policy 1998 Members
Council for National Policy 1998 - Tyson's Corner Meeting
In-depth biographies of CNP founders and past/present officers and some members reveal that many are or
have been directly affiliated with, or part of, such organizations as the Knights of Malta, the Council on
Foreign Relations, the Unification Church of Sun Myung Moon, the Church of Scientology, Freemasonry, the
CIA, Nazis, the Church Universal & Triumphant, the Ku Klux Klan, Templeton Foundation, Racists and other
cults and organizations.
It needs to be understood that some individuals belong to or are affiliated with the above by choice or by
error. It clearly does not mean all CNP members are or were involved in specific groups or beliefs, or that
there was/is knowledge of those backgrounds. It means that individuals have been members of the CNP and
they have come from a very wide range of beliefs and activities, which collide with those who claim to
belong to Jesus Christ. That is the perspective with which this writer analyses the research, but, the
documented research stands regardless of what bias the reader has.
The CNP members have made claims to desire to be an alternate to the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR),
yet, we find that there are members of the CFR within the membership of the CNP.
...Background: According to one source, the CNP was formed in 1981 by Texas millionaires Nelson Bunker
Hunt, Herbert Hunt, and T. Cullen Davis.(5) A second source reports that it was formed by Richard Viguerie
to rival the Council on Foreign Relations.(8,26) The council is composed of politically powerful, wealthy
individuals. It intentionally maintains a very low profile.(3,5) One of the conditions of membership is not to
reveal the names of other members or the substance of the group's meetings.(9) The CNP bills itself as being
the Council on Foreign Policy for the Right....The meetings are closed and attendees rarely speak publicly
about the proceedings. The agenda of a meeting at the Broadmoor in Colorado Springs in 1982 was filled
with CNP members talking to the "already committed" about their favorite topics--Phyllis Schlafly on
traditional values, Maj. Gen. John Singlaub on special operations in El Salvador, Gen. Albion Knight on
national defense, and so on.(35) The list of speakers includes most of the major figures of the Right
including: Philip Truluck of the Heritage Foundation; Howard Phillips of the Conservative Caucus; beer baron
Joseph Coors; conservative columnist Patrick Buchanan; Frank Shakespeare, chairman of Heritage
Foundation; direct mail wizard Richard Viguerie; Jerry Falwell of the Moral Majority; the president of
Amway Corp, Richard DeVos; Neal Blair, president of Free the Eagle; John (Terry) Dolan, chairman of the
National Conservative Political Action Committee, Jeane Kirkpatrick, U.S. delegate to the United Nations;
and from the Christian Broadcasting Network, evangelist Pat Robertson.(35) ..." 1
From the Unofficial Council for National Policy web site, which is no longer available, What members say
about CNP:
I was a charter member of the Council for National Policy, and it is a great organization. It has all the best
people in it.
— Phyllis Schlafly, Eagle Forum
It isn't often in life that reality is better than the dream. That's the way it is with the Council for National
Policy.

— The Rev. Tim LaHaye, CNP co-founder and first president
There are very few organizations left that say 'yes, we believe.' And, we're out to implement that policy in
every way we can. We need those people out there who are considering linking hands and arms with us in
this battle. I do hope they'll join us.
— Jim Dobson, Focus on the Family
I think the Youth Council for National Policy has been a critical part...because what it has allowed us to do is
to sit at the feet of our elders and to learn from them.
— Ralph Reed, Christian Coalition
In 1981, Woody Jenkins, the CNP's first executive director, told Newsweek bluntly, “One day before the end
of this century, the Council will be so influential that no president, regardless of party or philosophy, will be
able to ignore us or our concerns or shut us out of the highest levels of government.” 3 That there have
been many political leaders involved as members and as invited speakers, cannot be disputed. From
President George Bush to now Prime Minister Stephen Harper--who was not prime minister of Canada yet
when he spoke at the June 1997 Montreal meeting of the CNP.
Is the reconstructionist/dominionist agenda, permeating many beliefs of the CNP membership, of
establishing Christ's kingdom on earth, a Biblically valid goal for Christians?
1. _Dominionism Exposed (Part 1) – Scott A. Johnson – 00.mp3
2. _Dominionism Exposed (Part 2) – Scott A. Johnson – 00.mp3
3. _Dominionism Exposed (Part 3) – Scott A. Johnson – 00.mp3
John 18:36 "Jesus answered, My kingdom is not of this world: if my kingdom were of this world, then would
my servants fight, that I should not be delivered to the Jews: but now is my kingdom not from hence."
Hebrews 13:13-14 "Let us go forth therefore unto him without the camp, bearing his reproach.
For here have we no continuing city, but we seek one to come."
While it is true that many CNP members and others are saying that the End times are here, conversely the
Last Day[s] are discussed in the Scriptures in a way that would suggest that those in control of government
will be enemies of Christ? Revelation 17:12-14; Revelation 13:4-8
Scripture reminds of the mind set and spirituality of those in the Last Days--which totally ignored by many
CNP members.
Luke 17:26 And as it was in the days of Noe, so shall it be also in the days of the Son of man. Luk 17:27
They did eat, they drank, they married wives, they were given in marriage, until the day that Noe entered
into the ark, and the flood came, and destroyed them all. Luk 17:28 Likewise also as it was in the days of
Lot; they did eat, they drank, they bought, they sold, they planted, they builded; Luk 17:29 But the same
day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from heaven, and destroyed [them] all. Luk
17:30 Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed.

2 Timothy 3:-5 " This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come. For men shall be lovers of
their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy,
Without natural affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are
good, Traitors, heady, highminded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God; Having a form of godliness,
but denying the power thereof: from such turn away." Revelation 9:20; Revelation 13:13-16; Revelation
20:4
2 Thes. 2:1 ¶ Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and [by] our gathering
together unto him, 2Th 2:2 That ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by
word, nor by letter as from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand. 2Th 2:3 Let no man deceive you by any
means: for [that day shall not come], except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin be
revealed, the son of perdition; 2Th 2:4 Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or
that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is God. 2Th 2:5
Remember ye not, that, when I was yet with you, I told you these things? 2Th 2:6 And now ye know what
withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time. 2Th 2:7 For the mystery of iniquity doth already work:
only he who now letteth [will let], until he be taken out of the way. 2Th 2:8 And then shall that Wicked be
revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of
his coming: 2Th 2:9 [Even him], whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and
lying wonders, 2Th 2:10 And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they
received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved. 2Th 2:11 And for this cause God shall send
them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: 2Th 2:12 That they all might be damned who believed
not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness. 2Th 2:13 ¶ But we are bound to give thanks alway to
God for you, brethren beloved of the Lord, because God hath from the beginning chosen you to salvation
through sanctification of the Spirit and belief of the truth: 2Th 2:14 Whereunto he called you by our gospel,
to the obtaining of the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ. 2Th 2:15 Therefore, brethren, stand fast, and hold the
traditions which ye have been taught, whether by word, or our epistle. 2Th 2:16 Now our Lord Jesus Christ
himself, and God, even our Father, which hath loved us, and hath given [us] everlasting consolation and
good hope through grace, 2Th 2:17 Comfort your hearts, and stablish you in every good word and work.
For the full expose of the CNP go to: http://www.seekgod.ca/cnp.htm



Gave false prophecy of Y2K where 2 videos were released by Chuck Missler and John
Ankerberg with advertisting title: “The Coming Y2K Computer Crisis Will threaten Anyone
Whose Faith is Not in God!”. This ‗false prophecy‘ is very peculiar considering his
unbelievable resume regarding anything computer orientated. Why would someone who is a
genius in the computing field say such a stupid thing.

Dr. Charles „Chuck‟ Missler:

(Information below in no particular order)





Chuck and Nancy Missler established Koinonia House in 1973. Chuck Missler also has
close ties with Chuck Smith and Calvary Chapel (where he preached) which was founded
by The Jesus People. In the 1970s, while still in the corporate world, Chuck began leading
weekly Bible studies at the 30,000-member Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa, in California. He
and Nancy established Koinonia House in 1973.
―Chuck had enjoyed a longtime, personal relationship with Hal Lindsey, who upon hearing of
Chuck's professional misfortune, convinced him that he could easily succeed as an
independent author and speaker. Over the years, Chuck had developed a loyal following.
(Through Doug Wetmore, head of the tape ministry of Firefighters for Christ, Chuck learned
that over 7 million copies of his taped Bible studies were scattered throughout the world.)
Koinonia House then became Chuck's full-time profession.

Close friend to Hal Lindsey (broadcasts shows on Trinity Broadcasting Network,TBN) Hal Lindsey
who had a
show on TBN for years had his show removed by TBN in December 2005 because of his criticism
against Islam. As of Feb 2007 he was back on TBN hosting his show, ―The Hal Lindsey Report‖. —
http://www.religionnewsblog.com/17439/hal-lindsey
Pat Matrisciana is a director of Chuck Missler's Koinonia House as documented on page 5 of
Koinonia House Inc. 2007 IRS Form 990-PF. Pat Matrisciana is president of Jeremiah Films,
chairman of Citizens for Honest Government, and an admitted agent for the CIA which masterminded
the Jesus Revolution in which Matrisciana played a major role. As a CIA operative, Matrisciana also
founded Campus Crusade for Christ with Bill Bright.
Not so long ago Chuck Missler was at the:
God‟s News Behind the News International Prophecy Conference 2000 –
Orlando Florida, 5-8 April 2000
The prophets were: Jack and Rexella Van Impe, Morris Cerullo, Hal Lindsey, Grant Jeffrey, Perry
Stone, John Bevere, Ray Brubaker, Joe Van Koevering, Zola Levitt, Chuck Missler, J.R.Church, Gary
Kah, and Bill Cloud.
The Quantum Leap II Conference – July 19-21 2007



Hosted by: The Gateway Christian Fellowship with speakers from The Elijah List, etc:
David van Koevering (The Elijah List, New Age Occultist) – As a visionary, his gift is the
insight to see, and by this observation to cause, and then define and communicate what
he saw to others.
o Chuck Missler (Chuck was encouraged by his close friend Hal Lindsey to pursue his
long-time love of teaching the Bible on a full-time basis. Hal Lindsey regular on TBN.)
o JoAnn McFatter (The Elijah List- New Age Occultist),
o Steve Swanson – Worship and Arts Director of Extreme Prophetic run by Patricia King
(both The Elijah List- New Age Occultists).
Previous speakers at Quantum Leap I Conference included: Kansas City Prophet Bob
Jones along with Mike and Kari Browning.
„Quantum Leap‟
is a popular new age idea of man‘s spiritual evolution from human to divine.
o



―Barbara Marx Hubbard‖ wrote apologist Brooks Alexander, ―has a similar event that she calls a
planetary Pentecost. She explains to us that at this time, a ‗quantum leap‘ in the evolution of mankind
will occur as revealed to her by „the Christ‟: ‗At the moment of cosmic contact, I will appear to you
both through inner experience and through external communication on your mass media.‘
Hubbard says, at this time when ‗the divisions of the religions would be over…We would each know
that God is within us…If all who feel we are connected to each other, to nature and to God join in a
planetary Pentecost, we shall be transformed in this lifetime.‘ (Barbara Marx Hubbard and the
Armageddon Alternative,‖ SCP Journal, Vol. 19:2/3, 1995, p. 49).‖

Jackie Alnor from Apostasy Alert tried to contact Chuck Missler on why he attend this conference
but did not receive a reply from him. http://www.apostasyalert.org/REFLECTIONS/quantum.htm
Chuck Missler of Koinonia House sponsored: The Malta Expedition - 2004, „Exclusive
Archaeological Cruise Event‟ .
Tourists sailed to the islands of Patmos, Malta and Crete with excursions to Ephesus and Athens,
where they visited the Acropolis, Parthenon and Mars Hill. Two days were spent on the island of
Malta, where the tour visited the Palace of the Grand Master of the Knights of Malta!
At Valetta the tour will also visit an ancient Tarxien temple. ‗Tarxien‘ means ‗huge stone‘ which
describes those used for the numerous prehistoric temples on Malta. The World Monuments Fund
is trying to help protect these temples. In Lady of the Beasts: The Goddess and Her Sacred
Animals, Buffie Johnson informs that Malta was renown for its temples and monuments to the
Mother Goddess
Day 7 - Tuesday, April 6
Early arrival on Malta. Visit Valletta - A World Heritage Site, Grand Master's of the Knights of Malta
Palace (War Room), Paul's Cave, Paul's Shipwrecked Church, the fishing villages and an ancient
Tarxien temple. Note: Excavation of the Tarxien Temple site reveals that it was used extensively for
rituals, which probably involved animal sacrifice. Especially interesting is that Tarxien provides rare insight
into how the megaliths were constructed: stone rollers were left outside the South temple. Additionally,
evidence of cremation has been found at the center of the South temple, which is an indicator that the site
was reused as a Bronze Age cremation cemetery. Within the Temple complex the famous "fat lady" statue
(a representation of a Mother Goddess or a fertility charm) are also present.

Valletta, the capital of Malta, has 320 monuments making it one of the most concentrated historic
areas in the world and one of UNESCO's World Heritage Sites. At Valetta the tour will also visit an
ancient Tarxien temple. 'Tarxien' means 'huge stone' which describes those used for the numerous
prehistoric temples on Malta. The World Monuments Fund is trying to help protect these temples. In
Lady of the Beasts: The Goddess and Her Sacred Animals, Buffie Johnson informs that Malta
was renown for its temples and monuments to the Mother Goddess:
"Even in the monument strewn islands of the Mediterranean, the spiritual singularity of the goddess
temples of Malta is conspicuous. Built with monumental boulders… these temples were designed in a
unique apsidal arrangement resembling the clover leaf form of the goddess herself. They contained
altars, fonts, ovens for baking sacred bread, and many goddess figures; the remains of one are
nearly six feet in height. A visit to the monuments there reveals convincing evidence of goddess
worship." (141:68)
The stated purpose of the Malta Expedition was to view the newly-discovered 'lost anchors' of Paul's
second missionary journey. The discoverer of the 'lost anchors of Paul' is Robert Cornuke, president
of the Bible Archaeology Search and Exploration Institute (BASE). Cornuke's books are offered by the
ministries of Chuck Missler and J.R. Church, as well as many other so-called Christian ministries.
There is no evidence that Cornuke, whose organization co-sponsors the Malta cruise, has
discovered these anchors but this does not deter the promoters from publishing their speculations as
facts.
The Misslers' excursion appears to have been a pretext for promoting ancient centers of occult
activity as historic Christian sites.

MISSLER'S HOUSE SALAD SHOULD BE TOSSED

I just got Chuck Missler's newsletter in the mail today and have seen enough. Issue
after issue, interview after interview (at the mic of CNP'er, John Ankerberg), Missler
keeps on expounding "progressive" "new paradigm" thinking, as espoused in Aquarian
sources, such as Marilyn Ferguson. The August issue of his Personal Update has
Missler promoting the new age physicist, David Bohm, in an article titled, Is Our Reality
Only Virtual? According to Missler, Bohm is the hottest thing since sliced geometry:
"There also seems to be evidence to suggest that our world...consists of...projections
from a level of reality so beyond our own that the real reality is literally beyond both
space and time. The main architect of this astonishing idea includes one of the world's
most eminent thinkers...David Bohm, a protégé of Einstein's and one of the world's
most respected quantum physicists."
That whole idea of an illusory material world is very well known to new agers like
Marilyn Ferguson as the Eastern doctrine of MAYA. In the context of the mystical
musings of neuroscientist, Karl Pribram, Ferguson introduces David Bohm to her
readers as a western pioneer of this foundational weapon in the new age arsenal:
"Suddenly he blurted out, "Maybe the world is a hologram!"...if the nature of reality is
itself holographic, and the brain operates holographically, then the world is indeed, as
the eastern religions have said, maya: a magic show. Its concreteness is an illusion...

His son mentioned that David Bohm, a protégé of Einstein, had been thinking along
similar lines. A few days later, Pribram read copies of Bohm's key papers urging a new
order in physics. Pribram was electrified. Bohm was describing a holographic
universe.
But what Missler is so excited about is not limited to Bohm on the nature of matter, but
indeed a whole litany of mystical doctrines and new age psychobabble.
Surprisingly, Missler doesn't stop there, but tacitly substantiates other long-forbidden
occult phenomena :
"The holographic model has also opened the door to a wide range of phenomena so
elusive that they have been characterized outside the province of scientific
understanding: telepathy, precognition, mystical feelings, psychokinesis, etc..."
Note well here, that Missler, the watch dog, is not exposing the leaven of new age
pseudo-science, but is rather promoting and enjoining it, as if the Bible validates it.
But it doesn't stop there. Chaos theory, the trump card of the Aquarian movement,
poses the possibility of scientific validation to the entire paradigm shift. Again, Missler
goes right along with this "progressive" mindset: "The study of ostensibly random
effects has emerged in the field of mathematics called chaos theory."
Chaos math is the evolutionist's answer to creationist arguments against Darwinian
theory of gradual variation and change. Creationists have argued for the impossibility
of evolution, on the basis of ordered statistics, which are predictable and verifiable.
The chances of life evolving incrementally are so stupendously thin that the very notion
becomes ridiculous beyond the wildest imagination. Chaos comes along and makes
statistics and probability irrelevant, which is precisely why the mathematician, played by
Jeff Goldbloom, in the evolutionary celebration, Jurassic Park, was a continual
advocate of chaos theory and punctuation saying "Life will always find a way."
Unfortunately, Missler has already switched teams and is teasing us that the waters of
Aquarius are just fine : "Even the ambiguous comfort of true randomness within the
physical world has now been called into question by the new math of chaos theory."
New Age champion Marylin Ferguson, in her overt attempts to catalyze a great
paradigm shift. Her interpretation of Bohm's conclusions are almost identical to
Missler's. Her argument implies that the Bible is fundamentally compatible with such
occult arcana and that the Christian world need not shrink back from the waters of her
conspiracy. Missler's positive educational approach effectively serves to nudge
Christians right into that same current : "It is amazing...that the Word of God presents a
view of reality that is not at variance with these contemporary insights of quantum
physics."

Nancy Missler & PsychoHeresy

